
LAND CARRIER’S LIABILITY IN SPAIN
 

As a basis for the responsibility of each land carrier, we name the LOTT (land transport ordinance 
law) which is the current law 15/2009, which regulates land transport.

«Every transport company has the obligation by law to cover some responsibilities 
regarding the goods they carry, from the moment in which the carrier ( person who 
makes the effective collection of the goods) loads it in his vehicle until it is delivered 
to the recipient in the destination, and also to comply with other obligations that may 
have been compromised. This does not mean that the insurance of merchandise is 
obligatory, but the responsibility that the carrier has on the transported merchandise. » 

The contract between the parties is expressed in a bill of lading, issued in three copies of written 
forms. The bill of lading signed by the parties will indicate the conclusion and content of the 
contract, and in case no reservation is indicated it will be understood that the state of the goods 
and packaging is in perfect condition.

Reservations are essential for any claim, there are deadlines for manifesting them:
 

- Apparent Damages, which are found upon taking delivery.
- Damages that are not Apparent, that will be manifested within 7 calendar days from 
delivery.

The carrier will be liable to the shipper, whether he carries out the transport on his own account 
or if he carries it out on behalf of third parties, that is, he subcontracts it. You can use your right of 
recourse. 

«Without exception, every vehicle must be suitable according to the nature and kind of goods 
transported, including MOT and documentation in order. The merchandise will have to be properly 
packed and / or conditioned according to its class and nature.»

In the freight transport services by road of full load, the operations of loading the goods on 
board the vehicles, as well as its unloading, will be responsibility of the shipper or sender and 
the consignee, unless expressly is otherwise agreed and these obligations are assumed by the 
carrier. If these operations are carried out by the shipper and receiver, it is convenient that the 
carrier clarifies it and vice versa.

These operations, any time the coverage is contracted (they are not basic conditions), are covered 
by the insurance, for this reason, to prove who has carried out the operations is fundamental.
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LIMITS OF LIABILITY:

Liability insurances are those that the law compels the transport company; depending on the 
destination of the merchandise, the mandatory coverage is different:

• National Destination (land): It is governed by the LOTT (land transport ordinance law). This 
insurance covers carrier’s liability regarding the goods he transports. This responsibility is 
calculated by the weight, the carrier will pay FOR EACH KILO TRANSPORTED of our shipment. 
Today is stipulated at 5.91 euros per kilos transported.

• International Destination (land): It is the same as in the national section, only that the law that 
governs this type of shipments is the CMR agreement. The only difference is that the amount in 
this coverage is about 11€ per kilo transported.

The purpose of the insurance is to provide the client peace of mind, granting a number of 
guarantees (very diverses according to company, contract, activity, etc...) that protect him once 
the customer’s liability has been demonstrated upon the loss and always within the carrier’s 
liability framework.

It is clear that ALL TRANSPORTED MERCHANDISE has its responsibility and therefore has its 
insurance coverage, from Solana and Mengod we recommend to get a specialist mediator in this 
sector in order to provide proper advice, thus a correct guarantee, and very important, a greater 
tranquility.

THE TRANSPORTATION INSURANCE OF GOODS:

They cover the material damage suffered by the merchandise in different circumstances related 
to its transportation. They can be secured during transport and also during loading and unloading 
as well as during the stay in intermediate storages.

Depending on the means of transport, we find insurance for land transport and maritime transport. 
The coverages that are granted in the policies of the transport branch are very varied and can 
range from the most basic (insurance to general conditions) to the broadest (insurance to 
english conditions).
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In the insurance of transport of goods it will be necessary to establish in the policy fundamental 
questions such as:

- Means of transport
- Transported goods
- Trip (itinerary, stops, etc.)
- Duration of coverage

We can mention that in the insurance of land transport of goods, the most basic form, called 
“general conditions” covers the material damage and the disappearance of the insured goods on 
occasion or as a result of their transport and due to:

Brief description of the main types of insurance.

- 1. Fire, lightning or explosion whatever its origin, except spontaneous combustion.

- 2. Accident of the means of transport produced by:
o 2.1. Fall of the vehicle to ditches, ravines, precipices, rivers and sea
o 2.2. Collision of the carrier vehicle with another fixed or mobile body
o 2.3. Overturning or derailment
o 2.4. Rains or stormy snows, avalanches and mudslides
o 2.5. Landslides and land, mountains or rocks detachment
o 2.6. Bridges breakage and buildings, bridges, tunnels or other engineering and 
architectural works collapses
o 2.7. Sudden collapse of the road, the track and the driveway
o 2.8. Seawater due to weather, in land journeys

- 3. Total loss of the vessel, contribution to the average damage, shipwreck, stranded or 
embarrassed, collision or approach that occurs during its possible transit of channels, 
straits and maritime strips that separate areas of the insured route. 

- 4. Accidents in the course of flight, on the ground, marching by land, when taking off or 
landing, in the case of complementary transport to land transport carried out by air travel 
on board of aircrafts.

- 5. Robbery carried out by a crew and armed, duly proven, and in such a way that the 
life or bodily integrity of the persons occupying the means of transport were threatened.
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THE FORM OF INSURANCE IN TERMS OF COMPENSATION WILL BE:

Insurance at “First Loss”:
We guarantee the insured capital at most without applying the proportional rule.

LOTT and/or CMR
It covers the carrier liability regarding the goods it transports, up to the limit indicated in previous 
paragraphs.

CIVIL LIABILITY

The purpose of civil liability insurance is to ensure the economic consequences (compensations 
and expenses) that are derived for the insured by extracontractual civil liability (not derived from 
contracts) that may be required to him for the damages that could be caused to third parties 
as a result of the development of his activity.

That is, what is covered by the liability coverage are the claims that can be made to the insured by 
third parties who have suffered some damage for causes that may be attributable to the insured; 
it is, therefore, a coverage of fault, for the damages caused to third parties. The obligation to 
compensate the damages that a person causes to another arises from article 1.902 of the Civil 
Code, which says: “the one that by action or omission, causes damage to another, intervening 
fault or negligence, is bound to repair the damage caused”.

Civil liability policies must clearly define what civil liability is covered for and how much is 
covered (guarantee limits).

Types of civil liability that are usually covered are:

- Civil liability of exploitation
- Employers liability
- Product liability / post-works
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